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Thank you to the commission staff for hosting the webinar on Forest Health and Climate Change last 
week. While the webinar was interesting from a forestry perspective it was not clear to me what the 
meeting take aways are for the Gorge Climate Action Plan. I will be interested in seeing how the 
information that was shared is turned into policy and climate action.

During the course of the meeting I asked, in chat: “ Will the USFS shut down the Columbia Gorge 
National Forests when red flag days, are forecast?” These are days when high temperature, low 
humidity and high winds, create ideal forest fire conditions. Every summer these days are increasing 
during which public access to state and many private lands is closed, but not in the NSA National 
Forest. Given that most forest fires are human caused and that we have already had fires in the 
National Forest that have threatened Gorge communities it seems prudent and logical that the 
National Forest would be closed as well. In July 2021, the Washington DNR issued a closure notice on 
ALL DNR lands east of the Cascade Mountains due to drought and extreme fire risks. The closure 
lasted 8 weeks. This preemptive action may have prevented new fires, loss of loss of habitat, 
property and even human lives.
https://www.dnr.wa.gov/dnr-closure-eastern-2021

Mr. Gatz responded to my question stating that the Forest Service uses many different metrics to 
gage fire risk. They consider how effective a closure can be, the available resources and they hold 
biweekly meetings with other land managers during the fire season. The Forest Service does not use 
one metric and have to consider clarity for the public. It is not a light decision to close the forest.

I understand that and don’t want to second guess the fire professionals but submit that the fire 
danger to Gorge Communities is rising every year and that forest closure is a policy that will need to 
be considered more fully in the future. Friends recommends that the Forest Service adopt a more 
proactive approach to preventing the next Eagle Creek fire from occurring.
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